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3.1.4 Diaphragmatic behaviour 

In general, when there is eccentric loading at a floor, e.g. imposed by the horizontal seismic ac-
tion, the in-plane rigidity of the slab forces all the in-plane points (therefore all column heads1 on 
the slab) to move the same way. 

The 3 displacements δz, φx, φy of each node belonging to the diaphragm are independent of each 
other, while the rest δx, δy, φz are depended on the 3 displacements of point CT called Center of 
Elastic Torsion of the diaphragm. Displacements δxi, δyi, φzi at the point i of the horizontal dia-
phragm are expressed as: 

φzi=φz 

δxi=δxCT-yi⋅φz  
δyi=δyCT+xi⋅φz 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.4-1: Diaphragmatic behaviour of floor Figure 3.1.4-2: The displacements of a random  
point i of the diaphragm due to φz 

 
In a floor diaphragm of 20 main and 14 slave nodes, the number of the unknown displacements 
(degrees of freedom) is equal to 20×3+3=63. 

 

                                                
1  The term ‘column’ refers to columns as well as to walls. 
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is indicated by the red dashed line at the Interface of the related software so that the engineer is 
able to check the order of magnitude of the distribution of the seismic accelerations. Further-
more, using this method there is no need for additional dynamic response spectrum analysis. 

 

Notes 

• The main comparison is performed on seismic accelerations. This is based on the fact 
that seismic forces provide the same fast visual outcome with respect to their vertical 
distribution, provided that all floor masses are identical. 

• When the principle system is inclined, for earthquake in x direction only, the seismic ac-
celerations are developed in both x, y directions. Τhe same stands for earthquake in y 
direction only. 

• The earthquake in x direction generates components in x direction only when the struc-
ture is symmetrical, otherwise it generates components in both directions. 

 

 
 

Earthquake in Y Direction 

Masses a/g H[kN] V[kN] 

    
Figure 3.2-4: Ten-storey building of a  

non-symmetrical dual system  
 (project <B_547-3b>) 

Figure 3.2-5: Distribution of Seismic 
Accelerations-Forces-Shears 
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Figure 3.3.3-1: The structural model of the frame considering loadings: g and q and the seismic W 

 

The general analysis of the frame subjected to vertical uniform load w, from table 1 is: 
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1st combination: w=1.35g+1.50q=1.35×33+1.50×10.0=59.55 kN/m 

MA=-MB=1.35MA,g+1.50MA,q=1.35×19.8+1.50×6.0=35.7 kNm 

MCA=MCD=MDC=-MDB=1.35MCA,g+1.50MCA,q=-1.35×39.6-1.50×12.0=-71.5  kNm, 

HA=-HB=1.35HA,g+1.50HA,q=1.35×19.8+1.50×6.0=35.7 kN,  

VA=VB=1.35HA,g+1.50HA,q =1.35×82.5+1.50×25.0=148.9 kN 

VCD=w⋅l/2+(MDC-MCD)/l=59.55×5.0/2+(-71.5+71.5)/5.0=148.9 kN, 

VDC=VCD-w⋅l=148.9-59.55×5.0=-148.9 kN 7 

NΑ=-VCD-1.35⋅(self-weight of column)=-148.9-1.35×12.0=-165.1 kN 

NB=VDC- 1.35⋅( self-weight of column)=-148.9-1.35×12.0=-165.1 kN 

x=VCD/w=148.9/59.55=2.50 m 8, Mmax= MCD + (VCD⋅x)/2=-71.5+(148.9×2.50)/2=114.6 kNm 9,  

w⋅l2/8=59.55×5.02/8=186.1 kNm 

  

Figure 3.3.3-2 Figure 3.3.3-3 

  

Figure 3.3.3-4 Figure 3.3.3-5 

                                                
7  Τhis stress resultant, as well as most of the following, could be calculated by the simple observation of the symmetry both of structure and 

loading. However this general process is handling asymmetries as well, e.g. as in the 2nd loading. 

8  x is the point of zero shear force corresponding to position of maximum bending moment. 

9  From structural analysis it is known that the maximum bending moment Mmax in a span i,j is located at the point m at distance x from the 
end i,  where shear forces become zero. The moment at that point is given by the expression Mmax=Mi,j + AV  where AV is the  area  under 

the shear forces diagram from the point  i to the point m. In this example, since there is only uniform load, the area is AV=(Vi,j⋅x)/2. 
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2nd combination: w=g + 0.30⋅q + “ Εx”=33.0+0.30×10.0 + “E x”=36.0 kN/m + “Ex”  

MA=MA,g+0.30MA,q+ MA,W =19.8+0.30×6.0-100.8 =-79.2 kNm, MB =-19.8-0.30×6.0-100.8 =-122.4 kNm 

MCA= MCD=-39.6-0.30×12.0+82.2=39.0 kNm, 

MDC=-39.6-0.30×12.0-82.2=-125.4 kNm, MDB=39.6+0.30×12.0+82.2=125.4  kNm, 

HA= HA,g+0.30HA,q+ HA,W =19.8+0.30×6.0-61.0=-39.4 kN, HB=-19.8-0.30×6.0-61.0=-82.6 kN, 

VA= VA,g+0.30VA,q+ VA,W =82.5+0.30×25.0-32.9=57.1 kN, VB=82.5+0.30×25.0+32.9=122.9 kN 

VCD=w⋅l/2+(MDC-MCD)/l=36.0×5.0/2+(-125.4-39.4)/5.0=90.0-33.0=57.0 kN, 

VDC=VCD-w⋅l=57.0-36.0×5.0=-123.0 kN 

NΑ=-VCD- self-weight of column =-57.0-12.0=-69.0 kN 

NB=VDC- self-weight of column =-123.0-12.0=-135.0 kN 

x=VCD/w=57.0/36.0=1.58 m,  Mmax= MCD + (VCD⋅x)/2=39.0+(57.0×1.58)/2=84.0 kNm,  

w⋅l2/8=36.0×5.02/8=112.5 kNm 

 

  

Figure 3.3.3-6 

 

Figure 3.3.3-7 

 

  

                                         Figure 3.3.3-8                                                                              Figure 3.3.3-9 
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Combinations and Envelopes of stress resultants 

 

 
                                                 Figure 3.3.3-14 

 
                                                 Figure 3.3.3-15 

 
                                                 Figure 3.3.3-16 
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3rd combination: g+0.30q-EX (additional combination U2) 

  

 

Figure 3.3.3-22: 
Bending moment diagram and elastic line 

Figure 3.3.3-23: 
Shear force diagram 

Combinations and Envelopes of Bending Moments 

 

Figure 3.3.3-24: 
The three combinations of bending moments 

Figure 3.3.3-25: Envelope of bending moments. 
The values given per 0.20 m are needed for the rein-

forcement design and the reinforcement detailing 
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3.3.6 Modelling slabs using members and finite elements 

Finite element method assists in defining slabs behaviour with significant accuracy. However, in 
order for the results to represent the reality, suitable assumptions should be adopted. The ef-
fects of the following factors are examined thoroughly in Appendix A: 

1) The frame behaviour at the regions close to columns 

2) The deflection of beams 

3) The torsional stiffness of beams 

The above factors affect the behaviour of slabs. In order to investigate this effect, a simple 
structure is being modelled in two ways: 

(i) Using members, according to which the slab is modelled as a grid of main and secondary 
joists, without the assumption of rigid bodies. 

(ii) Using triangular finite elements. 

The summary of Appendix A is presented below: 

 

 
Figure 3.3.6-1: The structure of project <B_331> of the related software  

(column sections 400/400, beam sections 300/500, slab thickness 170 mm) 
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Figure 3.3.6-2: Slab modelled with members 
 and the displaced structure (project <B_336>) 

 
Figure 3.3.6-3: Slab modelled with triangular finite elements (project <B_331>, pi-FES) 

(a=beam-slab common deflection curve) 
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3.3.6.1 The frame behaviour in regions of columns 

 

The model using both members and more accurate two-dimensional finite elements, takes into 
account the slab frame behaviour in regions close to columns, in contrast to the inexpensive 
approach of simply supported slab throughout its length. However, in order for the slab to be-
have as a common frame with the columns in the actual structure, the slab-columns connec-
tions (where strong negative bending moments are developed) should be reinforced  with 
strong, correctly placed and well anchored negative top reinforcement at slabs. For this reason, 
the slab analysis using finite elements in common worksheets should consider pinned supports 
on columns. 

 

 

Figure 3.3.6.1-1: Bending moment diagrams of joists of structure modelled with  
members (project <B_336>) 

 

In case of members, the two main side joists (of slab) forming a common frame with the col-
umns, have greater torsional rigidity than the intermediate nearly simply supported main joists 
and bear heavier loads, thereby to develop strong negative bending moments at their supports 
and relatively low positive bending moments at their spans. The interim main joists develop 
strong positive bending moments at their spans, while being supported on the end joists through 
the secondary joists stressed by significant positive bending moments at their spans. 
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In the more accurate model using two-dimensional finite elements, the main side strips behave 
intensively as frames. Τhe results are similar to those of using members with the following dif-
ferences: (a) In the main side strips (corresponding to the main side joists) the frame behaviour 
is more intensive, since the moments at the supports are greater and moments at the spans are 
smaller, (b) In the interim main strips (corresponding to the interim main joists) the span mo-
ments are smaller, (c) The span moments of the secondary strips (corresponding to secondary 
joists) end up to be greater. This is due to the fact that the internal torsional stiffness of the slab 
elements (torsion) is stronger than the respective of members. 

 

 
Figure 3.3.6.1-2: Bending moment diagrams of slab strips modelled  

with triangular finite elements (project <B_331>, pi-FES) 

 
 
  


